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TECH N I CA L M EM0 RAN DUM X-64756 
HOT AND COLD ATMOSPHERES FOR VANDENBERG AFB, CALIFORNIA 
(1973 VERSION) 
INTRODUCTION 
This report presents two density profiles representing extreme atmospheric 
conditions from 0- to 90-km altitude for Vandenberg Air Force Base (AFB), California. 
They are the Vandenberg Hot Atmosphere (VHA-73) (summer type) and Vandenberg 
Cold Atmosphere (VCA-73) (winter type) and should be used in design studies (launch 
and reentry analyses) of aerospace vehicles applicable to  the Vandenberg AFB area. The 
development of these two model atmospheres is similar to the construction of the 
Cape Kennedy hot and cold atmospheric models [ 1 1 .  
An annual Patrick Reference Atmosphere (PRA-63) [ 21, along with extreme 
winter (KCA-7 1) and summer (KHA-7 1) atmospheres [ 1 ] , have previously been devel- 
oped for the Cape Kennedy, Florida, area. A demand for a reference atmosphere for 
Vandenberg AFB resulted in the construction of the annual Vandenberg Reference 
Atmosphere (VRA-71) in 1971 [31. The present report was then prepared to supple- 
ment the annual model. 
ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETER RELATIONSHIPS 
Since the objective of this study is to produce a typical extreme density profile, 
the question to be answered here is what actually constitutes a typical extreme atmos- 
pheric density profile? The envelopes of deviations of density for Cape Kennedy [ 11, 
as shown in Figure 1, imply that a typical individual extreme density profile may be 
represented by a similarly shaped profile; that is, deviations of density, either all nega- 
tive or all positive, from sea level to  90-km altitude. However, it is unrealistic for either 
all low- or all high-density values to occur simultaneously at all altitudes in the atmosphere. 
Examinations of many individual density profiles show that when large positive devia- 
tions (with respect to the mean) of density occur at the surface, correspondingly large 
negative deviations will occur near 15-km altitude and above. Such a situation occurs 
during the winter season (cold atmosphere). The reverse is 'also true - density profiles 
with large negative deviations at lower levels will have correspondingly large positive 
deviations at higher levels. This situation occurs in the summer season (hot atmosphere) 
(Fig. 1). 
An idealized vertical temperature profile (associated with an extreme density 
profile), along with a sea-level pressure value, was used to derive the required pressure 
versus altitude profile by use of the hypsometric equation. Density was then determined 
by the ideal gas law. Now, with temperature being the parameter actually used in the 
modeling program, what is an extreme temperature profile and how are these profiles 
related to extreme density profiles? 
To help answer this question, the National Climatic Center of the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the U. S. Air Force - Environmental 
Technical Applications Center conducted interlevel and intralevel correlation studies [ 4, 5 ] 
on Cape Kennedy, Florida, and Vandenberg AFB/Point Arguello, California, radiosonde 
thermodynamic data. The Cape Kennedy interlevel temperature correlation, as a function of 
altitude, showed a negative correlation between the lower (2 to  10 km) and higher 
(14 to 19 km) levels. Monthly maximum negative correlations between 4 km and above 
ranged from -0.345 (at 16 km in July) to  -0.735 (at 18 km in May). The interlevel 
density correlation study for both Vandenberg and Cape Kennedy showed a high nega- 
tive correlation between the lower (1 to 3 km) and higher (14 to 18 km) levels. For 
Vandenberg, on a monthly basis, the interlevel correlations between 2 km and above 
showed a peak negative density correlation occurring at 16 and 17 km from May 
through November (maximum of -0.837 in June at 17 km) and occurring slightly lower 
at 14 and 15 km from December through April (maximum of -0.798 in April at 15 km). 
Figure 2 gives the seasonal and annual interlevel density correlations between 2 km and 
other levels. It shows density being positively correlated directly below 8 km and 
negatively correlated above 8-km altitude. The isopycnic (constant density) level is 
indicated by the zero interlevel correlation near 8 km. Note that a negative correlation 
exists up to 35-km altitude. Cape Kennedy data showed very similar results. These 
studies indicated that temperature and density profiles do exhibit negative correlation 
characteristics of being either of low value near the surface while high near the tropo- 
pause, or high near the ground and low aloft. 
Cape Kennedy intralevel correlations between temperature and density ranged 
from -0.929 (September) to -0.980 (December) at the surface. The correlation at the 
tropopause level ranged from -0.860 (September) to -0.938 (January). These high 
negative correlations indicate a low temperature - high density, and high temperature - 
low density relationship both near the earth's surface and at the tropopause level (1 5 to 
18 km). 
DATA USED 
The actual construction of the extreme atmospheric models for Vandenberg AFB 
involved using radiosonde and rocketsonde data for Point Mugu, California [ 61 . A 
total of 967 soundings of Point Mugu radiosonde data up to 25-km altitude was substi- 
tuted for Vandenberg data because of the unavailability of Vandenberg data in the short 
time period in which this report was to be prepared. Point Mugu rocketsonde data, 
consisting of 482 temperature profiles, were used between 25- and 60-km altitude with 
the size of the data sample diminishing considerably above 50 km. The atmospheric data 
sample used between 60 and 90 km consisted of a small number of worldwide soundings 
that had been taken between 21.5- and 37.5-deg latitude. This procedure was followed 
because no mesopheric soundings were available over the Point Mugu/Vandenberg AFB 
area at approximately 34.5 deg N. latitude. 
2 
CONSTRUCTION OF MODEL 
Point Mugu is located on the California coast approximately 90 mi southeast of 
Vandenberg AFB, and its climatology versus altitude is very similar to that of Vanden- 
berg. Monthly mean temperatures for both Point Mugu and Vandenberg [ 7, 81 show 
warm temperatures, relative to the annual, from June through October from 0- through 
13-km altitude, with cooler temperatures occurring from November through May (Fig. 
3). From 14- through 1 8-km altitude, cooler'temperatures exist from July through 
December (warm from January through June). Conditions reverse again at and above 
19-km altitude, with warm temperatures prevailing from April through September. Above 
30 km, Point Mugu rocket data show a slight displacement of this warm sector toward 
the spring and summer months, as shown in Figure 3. 
Although we are interested in a typical extreme temperature (or density) profile 
and not a monthly average profile, it became apparent after reviewing many extreme 
profiles that individual extreme profiles have characteristics similar to seasonal mean 
profiles. Mean seasonal temperature profiles exhibit a warm surface temperature and a 
2-km-thick cold tropopause centered around 16-km altitude for fall and summer (June 
through October). Winter and spring (November through May) seasons show cooler sur- 
face values and a thicker, warmer tropopause centered around the 16- to 18-km altitude 
region. The profiles tend to reverse again above these levels up through 50-km altitude, 
as shown in Figure 4. The seasonal mean radiosonde temperature profiles up to 30-km 
altitude were taken from Reference 6, with data above this level obtained from Point 
Mugu summarized rocketsonde data. 
The five highest and five lowest temperatures, pressures, and densities at 1-km 
altitude, intervals were searched out by computer from 0 to 55-km altitude. These 10 
temperature extreme occurrences (five high and five low) at each level fell very well into 
their respective winter or summer monthly mean temperature bands versus altitude, as 
was shown in Figure 3. Approximately 90 percent of the 560 extreme temperatures 
obtained fell within these seasonal bands. One extreme summer temperature profile at 
Point Mugu, which occurred on June 4, 1963, actually went from the hottest at 0 km 
to the coldest at 16- and 17-km altitude. This profile also gave the lowest density at 0 
and 1 km, the fourth lowest at 2 km, the second highest at 16 km, and the third 
highest occurring at both 15- and 17-km altitude. An extreme cold day temperature 
profile occurred on November 16, 1964, which gave the lowest temperature at 2 km, 
3 km, and 4 km, with warm temperatures existing between 14- and 18-km altitude. The 
density profile for this day ranked as the second highest density at 3 km and 4 km, 
with the lowest density occurring at  10- and 1 1-km altitude: These two extreme days 
again indicate the high correlation existing between temperature and density versus alti- 
tude. The two extreme individual profiles of temperature and density are shown in 
Figures 5 and 6, respectively. 
A series of 13 extreme hot and 12 extreme cold day temperature profiles was 
searched out and average temperature profiles for each type of extreme were constructed, 
as shown in Figure 7. This figure shows a trend between the summer seasonal mean, 
3 
A , the mean of many hot extremes, A, and the actual observed extreme hot 
summer type profile, A. The three temperature profiles become successively warmer 
at levels close to the ground and above 25 km, whereas they get successively cooler 
near the tropopause level. The cold winter atmospheric p r o f i l e s h  , A , and A 
in Figure 7 show a similar but opposite trend from the three summer-type profiles. 
A temperature relationship, though not a particularly strong one, exists between 
the tropopause/stratopause levels over Vandenberg AFB. The monthly mean profiles of 
Figure 4 do indicate a cold tropopause and warm stratopause for a summer-type condi- 
tion. The reverse situation is also true for the winter period. Eighteen of the warmest 
summer temperature profiles in the 30- to 45-km region were searched out and averaged, 
as were 1 1  of the coldest winter profiles. These two averaged profiles are shown in 
Figure 8. Temperature spreads of different magnitudes exist at the three levels of 
interest. A large 20" C to 24" C temperature spread occurs from 35- to 40-km altitude, 
with the summer profile warmer. The tropopause region exhibited a spread of only 
1" C to 2" C ,  with the summer profile being slightly colder. Below 12-km altitude, 
summer temperatures ranged from 7" C to 8" C warmer than the winter profile. 
The preceding five paragraphs described the vertical structure of temperature 
aloft. These relationships were applied in the actual temperature construction of the 
WA-73 and VCA-73 atmospheres from 0 to 90-km altitude. The earth's surface, 
trppopause, stratopause, and mesopause altitude levels were the four key levels used, 
as break points, in modeling the vertical temperature structure. First, linear temperature 
legs were used between the four key altitude levels. Then the temperature profiles were 
further adjusted with additional linear segments so that the resulting density profiles 
would be realistic. These two Vandenberg extreme temperature profiles are shown in 
Figure 9 and the temperature/altitude break points are given in Table 1. The actual 
surface extreme temperature values for the VandenberglPoint Arguello area [ 91 were 
used in the model, with no low-level temperature inversions incorporated. 
Since virtual temperature (T*) was used as input in the hypsometric pressure 
equation, the extreme Vandenberg surface kinetic temperatures (T) were adjusted to 
approximate what T* would actually be. This was accomplished through the following 
procedure. Thirteen of the hot summer day temperature radiosonde profiles for Point 
Mugu were obtained and values of temperature, relative humidity, and sea-level 
pressure were used t o  compute saturation vapor pressure (e,), then T*. Twelve of the 
cold winter profiles wefe also analyzed separately. The mean difference between T* 
and T for the two cases is shown in Table 2. This mean difference (AT = T * - T) 
versus altitude was used as a guideline for adding an increment of temperature to  the 
kinetic value on the hot and cold profiles in order to arrive at virtual temperature-versus- 
altitude profiles. The surface hot AT averaged 2.3" K, with a smaller difference extend- 
ing up to 9-km altitude. The surface cold AT had only a small difference, generally 
about 0.5" K, with a smaller change existing up to 5-km altitude. In a similar manner, 
the surface pressure values for the hot and cold profiles were established as 10.10 N/cm2 
and 10.18 N/cm2 , respectively. 
4 
EQUATIONS USED 
As was stated earlier, the hydrostatic and ideal gas equations were used as the 
two governing atmospheric equations in the model. The input requirement is for a 
surface pressure value and a virtual temperature profile which have been determined as 
an extreme for the model. Pressure versus altitude was computed using the following 
iterative equation: 
a 
where Pi-l is the base pressure for the first computation and Pi is the pressure level to 
be computed, above level i-1. Density was computed using the ideal gas law as given in 
equation (2): 
lo2 Mo P 
R" T* D =  
The equation used in converting geometric altitude (Z) to geopotential altitude (H) was 
H = -  Zr' 
Z + r* 
See the list of symbols in the front of this report for the definition of all parameters 
and constants used in the equations. 
DATA COMPARISONS 
The wide range of values assumed by the thermodynamic parameters makes it 
necessary to compute relative comparisons. Such a computation more satisfactorily 
depicts departures in the higher altitudes where pressure and density values are small. 
The relative differences between temperature, pressure, and density values from the 
atmospheres defined by this report and the annual VRA-71 are computed as follows: 
5 
x 100 , 




x 100 , 'R - 'S RD (P) = 
'S 
and 
x 1'00 , (6 1 
DR - DS 
RD (D) = 
DS 
where the subscript R denotes parameters from the VHA-73 or VCA-73 and S denotes 
parameters from the VRA-7 1. 
The two finalized extreme density profiles for Vandenberg AFB are given in 
Figure 10. They are shown as relative (percent) deviations from the VRA-71 density 
values. The two density profiles follow very similar patterns, as did the previously 
constructed Cape Kennedy extreme density departures of Reference 1. Levels of 
minimum density variation are noted at approximately 8-, 30-, and 90-km altitude. Levels 
of maximum variability occur near 0, 15, and 73 km. The Vandenberg hot density profile 
goes from -9.0 percent at ground level to a peak of 13.3 percent at 15 km, decreasing 
slightly and then increasing to another peak of 28.4 percent at  74.5-km altitude. The 
Vandenberg cold density profile is 5.2 percent at 0 km and increases to 6.7 percent at 
1.5 km. The values then fall to  a negative peak of -12.4 percent by 15.5 km. A slight 
increase with altitude is followed by another negative peak of -3 1.4 percent at 72-km 
altitude. Hot and cold pressure and temperature deviations are given in Figure 1 1, also 
as percentages from the VRA-7 1 model. Tables 3 and 4 give the numerical results for 
all the atmospheric thermodynamic parameters at  250-m intervals. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The atmospheres defined by this report provide a consistent 'set of thermo- 
dynamic parameters representative of extreme conditions over Vandenberg AFB to 
90-km altitude. The results presented here are the most current and complete 
tabulations of extreme thermodynamic profiles for the Vandenberg launch area, These 
atmospheres are subject to future revisions as more frequent and accuratp measurements 
are obtained. I t  is recommended that these two extreme atmospheres be used in space 
vehicle design, performance, heating, and trajectory studies applicable to the Space and 
Missile Test Center (SAMTEC), Vandenberg Air Force Base, California. 
6 
The VHA-73 and VCA-73 have been programmed under those designations as 
computer subroutines and are available, upon request, from the NASA-MSFC Aerospace 
Environment Division of the Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory. The two subroutines will 
operate similarly to those previously issued to qualified requesters (i.e., the VRA-71 
subroutine of Reference 3). 
Although this report presents pressure, temperature, and density values, other 
associated parameters may be of interest to users (i.e., the coefficient of viscosity, 
kinematic viscosity, speed of sound, etc.). These parameters can easily be obtained 
through the use of their respective equations given in Reference 3. However, the 
Vandenberg hot and cold computerized subroutines (VHA-73 and VCA-73) will give all 
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TABLE 1. TEMP E-ALTITUDE BREAK POINTS USED FOR 
THE VANDENBE HOT AND COLD ATMOSPHERE MODELS 

































TABLE 2. VIRTUAL TEMPERATURE, TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIP 
(MEAN DIFFERENCE, AT) THAT EXISTS VERSUS ALTITUDE FOR 













Vandenberg Hot (Summer) 











Vandenberg Cold (Winter) 














NOTES ON TABULAR VALUES IN TABLES 3 AND 4 
The two-digit numbers that are preceded by the plus or minus sign indicate the 
power of 10 by which the respective principal value must be multiplied. For example, 
a tabular value indicated as: 
.28588177 + 03 is 285.88177 
.15663607 - 04 is 0.00001 5663607 
1 1  
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TABLE 3. (Continued) 
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1.08 -Y9 













1 *6n -1 9 
1-86 .19 
2-13  20 


















TABLE 3. (Continued) 
Rei. Dav. 
IT') with 
R c r p n  to 
Density VRA-71 













V R A J  I 
IRD(P)XI 















-2  32 5846 2+0 ? 
































z a 3 6 r ~ p
.23612308+03 
-2  3 700 769 *03 
.2378¶231+03 
.23877692+03 
244 8 7823-01 1-44 
.23527498-01 4-74 
.22611885-01 4-8q 























































244 75 8 8 2+n3 
.24553823+03 
.) 24631 765+03 
.24709706*03 
















































-2 4631765 +03 
.24709706+03 
-24  787 E@7+0 3
.24865588*03 
e 10 85 26 73+00 
-104 83 392 *00 







































33LippL. - 3 3 3 1 4 4  
33750. 33561.5 
- 




__ - -  
35000. .- 33797.6 






.10195113-01 6-96  



























. 6 9 7 7 3 9 ~ i - n i  
.25567059+03 
.25645000+03 .. 25722941*03 
.25800882+03 





































36000. 35786.2. .26190588+03 
36250. 36033.3 .26268529+03 




- 736 88882-02 7 -62 
.7111F@54-02 7.68 
7 e01  
7-23 
- 4 7  
-.12 
15 




Rel. Der. REI. Dew. 
(PI with (Dl with 











Zlm) H(m) -- 
36500. 36280- 0 
36750. 36527.4 
Pressure 
PlN/cm2) - 51912095-01 
.50258640-01 












































































































31000- 3E 774.5 
37250. 370 21.5 


























.2€892059+03 - 26970000+ 03 
- 2  70*7981+03 
.26814117+03 




41 4E 91 20-@l 
.40174621-01 - 3892 40 93-01 
*55617586-02 
-53720319-02 
5 1  8 92984-0 2 
.50132816-02 
.27125882+03 











-4 843715 9 -02 
.46805476-02 
-4 522933@ -02 
-43712401112 




















381 73466 -02 
.. - 
_*lDOO. W724-6 



















































. 24 t3852362  - 2 32 7 10 117-0 2 
-22533993-02 


























Respa  to 
VRA-7 I 
IRD(D)%l 
Gaonrtric Geopotential Virtual Kinetic 
Altitude Altitude Temperature Temperature Pretrum Dsnsiy 
D(Wm I . -  t ( m )  H(m1 T*CKI T P K I  P(N/m* I -- 
46000- 45655.3 -29308235+03 .29308235*03 .16153722-01 .19200863-02 
06250- 45901.6 .29386176+03 .29386176+03 .15690381-01 .18600655-02 
I h U I O .  Afi197.9 s29764117+03 -29469117+03 -15241506-01 -18020725-02 

























47000- 4_E690,~~-~29620000+03 .29620000+03 .14385216-01 .1691(r783-01 
47250. 46886.8 .29620000*03 .29620000*03 .13976348-01 .16437904-02 
>JIDOt 47133.0 .29620000+03 .29620000+03 .13579101-01 .15970693-02 
47750- 47379.2 .29620000*03 .29620000*03 .13193145-01 -15516761-02 
. - _ _  
48000. 17625.4 - .2962OOOJ*O3 .29620000*03 .12818158-01 .15075731-02 
48250. 47871.6 ~29620000+03  .29620000+03 .12153830-01 .146472371)2 
SLzPps 4811707 .29620000~03  .29620000+03 .12099858-01 .14230921-02 

























48tjXO.O *29620000+03 .29620000*03 -11421809-01 e13933452 -02 
49250- 0885601 .29620000+03 .29620000*03 .11097169-01 -13051636-02 -19102-2 . ~29620000+03  . .29620000*03 -10781756-01 .12680671-02 

















zD086.3 .29620000*03 -29620000*03 .96072421-02 
50332.3 .29620000+03 .29620000*03 -93341772-02 
. 
















51000. 5057663 .29620000+03 .29620000+03 .90688736-02 
51250. 50824.2 ,29620000+03 .29620000*03 -88111107-02 
51500. 51070.1 - ~ 2 9 6 Z O O O 0 + 0 3  ~29620000+05 -85606743-02 

















52000. 51561.9 ~ 2 ~ 6 2 O 0 0 0 + ~ 3 ~ -  .29620000*03 .80809533-02 
52250- 51807.8 .2¶516429+03 .29516429+03 .78508732-02 
5 2 f 0 0 ~  -5-?053.7219412857*03 .29412857+03 -76265695-02 
52750. 52299.5 .29309286*03 .29309286+03 -74079168-02 
____. .- 
53000. 52595.3 .2920571~*03 .29205714*03 - -.71317919-02 
53250- 52191.1 .29102143+03 .23102113*03 .69870740-02 
55500. 53036.9 - .28998572*03 .28998572*03 -67846444-02 
5 3 7 ~ 0 .  532az.6 .28895000*03 .2t189~000+03 .65a73865-02 
8.27 



















. .. 15.75 __ 
16-59 
1 6 0 9 B .  
i6:ii' 
54oOOo 53528.4 &8/91429+03 - ~28791429*03 .63~51862-02- 
502u1- 53774-1 -28687857+03 *28687857*03 .62079313-02 
17 
TABLE 3. (Continued) 
' 
Re1 Dev. Rei. Dev. Rei. Dev. 
(T'I with (PI with (Dl wtth 
Reipct  to Respect to Respect to 
Densly VRA-7 I V R A J I  VRA-71 
D(kg/m 1 IRR(Tol%l 1RD(Pl%I IRD(DlX1 - ---Geometric Geopoiential Altitude Altitude Z(m1 H(ml 
55000. 54511.1 










- 2  3377163+ 0 3  





































































































2 1  07 
21  -31 
21.55 































.2 79EZ85 7+ 03 
.27859286+ 03 
.27755719t03 . 2 76 521 9 3+ 03 
.27952857+03 
.27859296+03 
e 2 7755714+0? 
.27652143+03 
,502662E9-02 

















- 5 1  76 817 3-0 3 




















- 3  56 70 400- 0 2 
*50358588Q3 
.48982213-03 




- 595IUL _ _  58329.7 
59750. 59175.0 














dl138516 8 -03 
sooao. 5 9 ~ 2 0 .  3 
60250. 59665- 5 
-dOs11D, 59910.8 
60750. 601 56.0 
.2 6 305 71 I+ 0 3 
.26202143+03 
















62750. 611 36.7 
.2 5 8 314 29+ 03 




























-30 96 993 1 -03 


















43211I1,- 2 W 5 5 7 1 4 4 3  
63750. 63097.1 .24752143+03 
-- . -. 
-A33924 .25648572+03 








TABLE 3. (Continued) 
Ral. Dev. Rei. Dev. Rel. Dev. 
(T'I with (PI with (Dl  with 
Respect to Respect to Respect to 
VRA.71 VRA-71 VRA-71 
IRD(T*I%l IRD(P)%I IRDID1961 ---
2.82 2 8 - 8 8  25-35 























236 130 90-0 3 
-22897994 -03  
.244411129+03 
-2433785 7+03 
2-66 28.91 25.57 
2.53 28.92 25.68 
2-41 28.93 25.89 























-241 30714+ 03 
,24027143+03 
- 2  39 23 57 2+ 03 
.~38znoo0+03 
.23716429+03 





-230 350OO+ 03 
-24234 286 +03 
.24130714*03 
.24027143+03 





.222OO718 I )  3 - 21522297-03 






0 195 9'1 16-0 3 
.18ZI84108-03 



































e 23 30214 3+03 


























.22991429+03 . 22887057i 03 
- 2  26 E 071 4 4  3
. z z 7 m ~ a 6 + 0 3  












e 141 97260-0 3 
































-73920 58 3- 03  - 116 19280-0 3 
-71 1 1  9997- 03  -1 12 31 508 -03 























- 21 748 5 72 +03 
-2164 50OO* 0 3 




_ _  71500. 
71750. 
- .- 




















-53989683-03 .88159774-04 -.49 27.47 28.09 
.518€5993-03 -8510507713Q --E9 27.34 28-15 
-49815966-03 .82142059-04 -e78 27.21 28.21 

















-4592 84 74-03 -76481 807 -04  -1 -08  26 -92 28 -30 
-44096691-03 -73780074-04 -1.23 26-76 28-39 
-42310128-C3 -71161019-04 -1.38 26.60 28.38 














Density VRA-7 I 
Dlkdm t IRD(T*l%I -
Rei. Dev. 
(PI with 













































































1 7 t 1 7  
17 -02  
16-86 

































































74000. 7 3 1  25.3 












19 9878 5 7 *O 3 
.19884 286+03 
.197807 1 4  +O 3 
-3291 1889-@3 
.31538670-0 3 
-302 1605 7 4 3  
- 2  894 2 43 3- 0 3 






e l 9  36E NZ¶+03 
.1947 oono+o 3 
-27716227-fl3 
.26535907-03 



























.ZZZ** 353-n 3 
.21?719'4-C3 . 20 337108- n 3 
7aono. 77030.0 
~ ~ Z S O .  77273.9 
7a500. 77517.8 
78750. 77761.E 
. i w e s 7 2 + 0 3  
.18745000*03 
.136V1@29+ 0 3  
.18537857+@3 
-19438558-03 
.18575083-03 - 17 745 4 97- 0 3 






















.18020@0@+ e 3 
.I eO~OCOC+03 





. i ao~ooo0+03  . i e o z o o o o ~ o 3  
. i8c20000+03 .28020000+03 
. I3 4 1  7 35 5- 0 3 
1 2  7 P62 5 9- 03  
.12?03914-fl3 








81250. ~ 0 i a 9 . i  
.18020000+03 
.18020000* 0 3  
.18020000+03 
.18020000+03 





I O ?  86 381- 0 3 
*l@tl?6333-@3 
-95289687-04 
.2145q244 -04 - 20465886-04 
.19'1R510-O4 
.18614989'04 


















15 4 002 3 3 -0 9 
20 







- 2 5  






























V R A I  I 
[RD(Pl%I 
16 e 1 0  











































































.18020000+ 03  
.18020000+03 






3 3 590 53 -0 II 
2740656 -04 








-E t39 l -1  
83750. 82634.6 






















-4 5 10 63 60-04 
-100 52462 -01 
.95871284-05 - 91 4 3 3 3 5 8-0 5 



























B 5 M .  85311.5 







-32370 593-0 4 
-3057214 3-04 




B1OM.  85798.0 











.18020 OOO+ 03 . 18020000+03 
.18020000*03 
.18020000+ 03 




-29 44 30 5 7-04 
-2808012504 













a 18020000* 0 3 
.18020000+03 
m 24358 324-05 



























m 0 .  
2750. 























TABLE 4. VANDENBERG AFB, CALIFORNIA, 
















































































.2€ 08 6 00 0 +03 













-241 1500C+O 3 
.23972500+03 
z 38 30e PC +e 3 
.236875OC+O3 




















6 9047079 +01 
.66770679+C1 
.64557074+01 
€24048 6 5 W 1  
.EO 3 126 e6 r o i  
.58279199+01 
.563D3@63+01 
-59  3 $3031 +O 1 
-52517769+01 - 50 7D 60 79+Cl - 48946761 +Ill 
-47238602+01 
. 3  3423968 +01 
.379?8335+01 - 36615 517+01 
-352 7565 7+01 
.33976521+01 - 32717495+01 
Denair 
D(kglm 1 . -  
-13004703+01 
.12669315*01 
.12340¶23+01 - 1201q332+01 
- 11704964+01 

















-66C 3338 5 +OO 

























-8 .2 8 
-8 30 
-8 -30 
4 - 3 0  
-8.29 
-8.26 









































-5 -28  
-5.56 












































.37 -. 05 






TABLE 4. (Con timed) 
Rel. Der. Rel. Der. Rel. Lhv. 
(TO1 with (PI with (01 with 
Respect to Respect to R e s p r t t o  
VRA-71 VRA-71 VRA-71 
IROIT*J%I tRD(P1XI IRD(DIX1 ---
Geometric Geopotential 













- 2 2 1 O C  000*03 
.22262500+03 
Dmaity 






30 31 5 800+01 
































































-8 0 96 
-8.82 




































l 2 . 3 8  
-1 2 -38 
-12.37 
-12.33 










































.220 5333 3+ 03 
.22015000+03 


























-29LOF 52 6 *O 0 
-2791 3367+00 
25817957+00 








-2 196166 7+03 
~ I S 6 3 8 0 3 7 + 0 1  
.15099821*@1 












-23?33980*00 - 230 30310*00 
-2216043 6+00 
- 2  19533 3 3+ 03 
.21936667+03 
,21928333*03 




.12 921 50 8 *o 1 
-12431071+01 
-11956295+01 




l U l O B r  14960.1 
15250. 15208.9 
15500. __ - 15157.6 
15750, 15706.3 
~21920000+03  































16000. -l5959.9-- _.21886667+03 
16250. 16203.6 .21878333*03 
--- 16500. 1 6 a 2 . 2  .21870000+03 
16750. 16700.9 .21861667+03 
- _..  
-_ 1700P. 16949.5 .21853333+03 
17250. 17198.1 ,21815000+03 
17500. 17146.6 .21836667+03 
17750, 17E95.2 .21820333+03 





-80 932'; 34 + CO 
.77928737*00 
.71~12952+00  -7 - 39 -1 1 03 
23 
















T P K I  
Density 

















































































2-72 -6.63 9 - 0 5  
2.55 ‘6.54 -8.82 
2.37 -6.45 -8-58 





















2t0110.. 2-9 ..2Z.OZPOPQ+V3 
22250. 22165.6 ,22032500+03 
2tsDQ. 22113. 8 .22015000+03 








-3  5 7056 8 2 W O  





1 -32  -6.00 -7.25 
1.15 -5.95 -7.05 
1.00 -5.91 6 - 6 0  
- 8 5  -5.87 -6-71 
23000. -ZZs_lO. (I . __-,ZtO700O-k03 
23250. 23158-2 .22082500+03 
-_ 23500. 23106.3 .22095000+03 
23750. 23654.3 ,22107500+03 
- -  - .- . 
iWIQL. - tZ l tPZ_s- -  22ttZQ000+03 
21250. 21150.4 ,22132500+03 
2K3J98.4 .22195000+03 










501 52529 -01 
-48223059-01 













r s a a a , t r s s r . r , W 7 0 0 Q l k P I .  
25250, 25152.4 .22182500+03 
255w._Z1390,3- .2219500(kJl3 













- 20 8021 5 5+00 
.20017961+00 
a 1  926 3751+00 






26250. 26131.0 .22232500+03 
26500, 26381.9 -.222~5000+03 
26150, 26629-7 .22257500+03 
24 
































V i m d  
Temperature 
T*(OKI 



















PINlcm') DIkg/m I --
































































.11277507+00 -17523275-01 -2.71 -7.61 
.10856092+00 .1685907f1O1 -2-88 -7075 
.10150645+00 .16220390-01 -3.05 -7.88 





30000. 29899.9 .22420000+03 
30250. 30091.4 .Z2432500+03 
3 o s a o , 3 4 5 &  ,374Q5000* 03 
30750. 30592.5 .22457500+03 
-96852294-01 .15015667-01 -3.39 -8.17 
-93241036-01 .14447753-01 -3-55 -8.32 
e89766326-01 .13901615-01 -3.n -8-47 
*86922929-01 .1337640861 -3-87 -8.F3 
-3UID11a 30890.0 
31250- 31087-5 
Almh - .1LU5*0 
31750. 31582.5 
. _ _  

















.83205808-01 -1287131961 -1.03 -8.80 
.80112997-01 .12362691-01 -4.01 -8-97 
-77142256-01 -11875327-01 -3.99 -9.13 
.74288488-01 1190 92 90-01 - 7 -  96 -9.2 9 
*.97 
-5 -16 









3sooo. n a i 9 - 9  
33250. 33066.8 









e66381359-01 ~ l O l Z f I 4 0 2 ~ 1  
.63948851-@1 .97261342-02 




-531 30679-01 79849047-02 
.51210913-01 -16781687-02 
d75693  77-01 71015630 -02 

















3qOOO. ._3380_8.7 .22960000*03 
_1l500. 34303.2~.,23070000+03 
31730. 34550.9 .23125000+03 













-00. 34797r6 _... 23180000+03 
35250. 35044. 8 .23235000+03 
352 & 9 .23.2sOO0+3 
35750. 35539.1 o23345000+03 
- 
- 36000. __  35 786.2 . zs~aoooo+o~ 








TABLE 4. (Continued) 
Rel. Der. Rel. Der. REI. Dr. 
IT'jwilh (Plwith (Dlwhh 
Kinetic R e s p e a  to Rerpact to Respac m 
VRA-71 VRA-71 VR4-71 












.23510000*03 -42659089-E1 .63211595-02 -3.87 -11070 -8.14 
.23565000+03 *11138913-01 .60816745-02 -3.88 -11.86 -8.30 
.23620000+03 -39676265-01 0585178961)2 -7-90 -12-02 -6.45 
-23675000+03 -38268843-01 -56310988-02 -3.93 -12.18 -8.59 
.2378EOOO+O3 .35610940-01 -52157658-02 -3.98 -12.51 -8.88 




37750. 3751 5.5 
.23620000+03 
.23675000+03 . 23130000+ 03 . 23785000+03 
.23840000+03 











-50203988-02 -4.02 -12.68 3 - 0 2  
-48327711-02 -4 -05 -12 84 -9 e16 
-4652c700-02 -4.09 -13.01 -9.30 




~ a r s o .  38009.1 
-3SmQs 38750.2 
39250. 38997.0 
















a 27 75 1 987- 0 I 
2678953 3-(11 
-4313191562 -4.17 -13.35 -9.57 
.41534451-02 -4.22 -13.52 -9.70 
39999562-02 -4 27 -13 -6 9 -9 -84 
-38524692-02 -4.32 -13086 -9.97 
.24280000+03 .258625211-01 
.24335000+03 -21969585-01 .35745210-02 -*-e2 -14.20 -10-24 
.24390000+03 .24109393-01 -34435967-02 -1.47 -14 -38 -10-37 
.24445000+03 -23280668-01 -33177465-02 -4.53 -14.55 -10050 
AnQlu!, 33137.5 
40250. 39984. 3 
-00. 110231el 
50750. 40477.9 
-245 00000+ 03 
.24555000*03 
.24610000+03 
a 2 4 6 6 5000+ 03 
A l M O .  90721.6 
41250. 90971.3 
-315110. 41218-0 
41750. 41 464. 7 
% Z M O ,  41711.+ 
42250. 51958.0 
.325DO. %2204.*.6 





-2472@000+03 -19568176-01 .27576531 -02 -4.78 1 5 - 4 3  1 1 . 1 9  
.24775000+03 -18904365-01 -2658191362  -9.83 '15.61 -11.33 
.24885000+03 .17647573-01 .2470502162 -4.92 -15.97 '11 -62 
.24830000*03 -18261563-01 -25625252-02 7 . 8 7  -15 -79 1 1 - 4 7  
.24340000+03 -17052817-01 *2381976662 -1.95 -16.15 -11 -78 
.24995000+03 -16479315-01 -22?68075-02 -4.99 -16.33 1 1 - 9 3  
m25050000+03 -15926355-01 -22148609-02 -5-02 -16.50 -12.09 
.25105000+03 .15393074-01 -2136008362 -5.04 -16 -68 -12.26 
_ _  -. . 
.25160000+03 .14878758-01 .20601264QZ -5-06 -15.86 -12.43 
.2527@000+03 .139@41 97-01 .19168073Qt -5.07 -17 -21 -1Zr7¶ 
.25325000+03 *13442607-01 -18491488-02 -5.07 -17-33 -12-98 


























~2538OOOO+O3 -12997293-01 -17840174-02 -5.06 -17.56 1 3 . 1 7  
.25435000+03 .12567617-01 .17213137-02 -5.03 -17-74 1 3 - 3 1  
~2549WflO+03 .12153086-01 -166Oq423-02 -5.00 -17-91 -13.5) 






TABLE 4. (Continued) 
o.ar*tric ~ r p ~ n t u l  V lmd 
AlMuQ Altilud. Temperaarm 
Zlml H(m) T*(OKl -- 
46000. 45655.3 =25600000+03 
3- 4aq7.9 .25710000+03 
46750, 46394.2 .25765000+03 
46250. 45)01,6 .25655000+03 
__-_. - __ . 
-M.OML.-AS~UL~. -258Z3000+03 
_+II(IQL _ u U 3 . P  *25820000+03 
47250. 46886.8 .25820000+03 
47750. 47373.2 .25820000+03 
. r a n a - - - L L 5  8ZQMR?O3 
482501 17871-6 *25820000+03 
11580,. SEllT*7. ~25820000+03  
487501 48363.9 .25820000+03 
. . __ 
Ipppp. 48610,O ~2582.0000+03 
49500. 9!3l02.2 *25820000+03 
49750. 49348-2 .25820000+03 
49250. 48856.2 .25820000+03 
50000. 49594.3 . 2 5 8 2 l 3 ~ 0 0 + 0 ~  
50500, 50086.3 ,25820000+03 
50750. 50332.3 ,25820WIk03 
50250. 49840.5 .25820000+03 
51000. 50578,3 --,2582000(k03 
51250. 50824.2 ,25820000+03 
515001. =&70.1 . ,25820000+03 
51750. 51316.1 .25820000+03 
51 561~9--25820000+03~ 
52250. 51807.'8 .25785323+03 
.257506?5+03 

























-4-59 -18.90 -15-05 
-4.61 3 9 - 0 6  -15.15 
-4-66 -19.22 -15.27 
-4.70 -19 -39 -15.41 
-4 - 71 -1 9 -5 5 -1 5.  57 
-4.71 19 .72  -15.76 
1-68 -19-89 -15.96 
-1.62 -20.06 -16.19 
-4.54 1 0 . 2 3  _T16*l 
-1.59 7 0 - 2 6  1 6 - 4 1  
-4.67 -20.47 -16.57 
-4.73 -20 -66 -16.72 
-25820000+03 .66918877-02 .90288038-03 -4.78 -20.85 -16.88 
.25820000*03 .64741531-02 -87350326-03 -4.81 -21.04 -17.05 
.25820000+03 .62635028-02 -8450819963 -4-83 -21.22 3 7 - 2 3  
.2582OOOO+O 3 -60597066-02 *81758547-03 -4.83 -21 a40 -17 -42 
.25820000+03 .58625413-02 .79098361-03 -4 -82 -21.58 1 7 . 6 1  
.25820000+03 .56717913-Q2 .76524730-03 -4.80 -21 -76 -17-82 
.25820000*03 -54872477-02 .7*031838-03 -0.76 -21-93 1 8 . 0 3  
.25820000*03 .53087086-02 -71625959-03 -9.71 -22.10 1 8 - 2 5  
~2582OEOO+o3~ .51359787-02 -69295459*3 -4-65 -22.2E :18:47 
.25785323*03 -49681583-02 .61129452-03 -4.70 '22.42 -18.59 
-25750645+03 *$8067683-02 m65028371-03 1 . 7 5  -22.58 18.73 
.25715968*03 .46498517-02 .62930351-03 -4-78 -22.74 -18.02 
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028110209-02 -38866335-03 -4.14 -25--02 -21.78 
-27172673-02 .37621841-03 -4.01 -25.16 -22.01 
-26265117-02 -36415558-03 -3.93 -25.30 7 2 . 2 4  
.25386799-02 035216368-03 -3.81 -25.43 -22.18 
.24536641-Q2 034113177-03 -3-69 -25.56 -22.71 
.23713835-02 -33014929-03 -3.56 -25.69 -22.95 
.25126452+03 
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-19981401-02 -28012654-03 -2.84 -26.29 -21014 
-19305831-02 .27103371-03 -2.68 -26.40 -21-38 
.18652205-02 026222394-03 -2.52 -26.51 . 1 1 . 6 1  
.18019839-02 025368878-03 -2.35 -26.61 -21.85 
.26710323+ 03 
.24675645+03 
. .-- e24640968+03 . . 24606290+03 
.24710323+0 3 
02 46 75 645 +03 
__ .24690968+03 
024606290+03 
*17408071-02 e24542004-03 -2.18 -26.72 -25.01 
.16@16256-02 02374091763 -2001 -26.81 -25.31 
.16243770-02 -22965022-03 -1.83 -26.91 -23-51 
.15690008-02 -22213389-03 -1-65 -27.00 -25.77 
.24571613+03 
024536936*03 
- - - .21502258+03 - - - 
.24967581+03 
015154383-02 .21*85349-03 -1.47 1 7 - 0 9  -26.00 
.14638326-02 .20780191-03 -1.28 -27.17 -26.23 
.14135282-02 .20097229-03 -1.09 -27.25 -26 -45 
-13650718-02 019435794-03 'e90 -27.33 -26.67 
e13182113-02 .18795236-03 -071 -27.40 -26.88 
.1272896C02 48174924-03  -051 7 7 - 4 7  -27.09 
. 1 2 2 ~ 7 8 0 - 0 2  .17574246-03 -031 -27.53 -27.30 
.11167088-02 -16992607-03 -911 -27059 -27-51 
. - -. . . . . . - . .. 
-___ 64WOe 63392.1 -241554B4+03 
60250- 63587.1 *24120807+03 
.24155484+03 
021120801+03 
.. 995OVUOO-03 .14350354-03 -91 -27.82 -28.47 
.%041#16-03 .13871387-03 1.11 -27.85 -28.65 
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TABLE 4. (Continued) 
Rel. Dev. Ret Der. 
(PI with (0) w i h  
Respect to Respect to 
VRA-71 VRA-71 
lRD(PJ%l IRD(D)%I -- 
-27.88 -20.82 
-27 - 91 -20.99 
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1 29 5 8 98 0 -0 3 
1-39 
1-53 
.24016774+03 .24016774 +@3 -86395797-03 . 239820 97+03 2 3982037+0 3 -83  327008-0 3 
.23947420+03 .23947420+@3 .804@9618-@3 
.23912742+03 .23912742+03 -77590362-03 
1.74 -27.93 -29.1F 
1.95 -27.94 -29-32 
2-16 -27-95 -29-47 







. l l t 9 7 3 3 9 - 0 ?  
-11 30 35 85-0 3 
2 - 5 8 -2 9 76 
2.79 -27.55 -29.90 
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3-20 -27-92 -30.15 
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3 - 4 1 -3 0 - 2 7 
3.62 -27 *87 -30 -39 
3-87  -77.83 -30.50 
4-09 -77.80 -30.60 








.23600645+03 .23600645+03 -56141715-03 .82870431-04 
- 2  3565 96 8+ 03 - B O G  4 0  549 - 0 4  
.23531290+03 .23531230+03 .52216317-03 -77303346-04 
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.23427259+03 .23427258+03 -46817993-03 .69619202-04 
.23392581+03 .23392581+0? -45140679-03 -67224527-C4 
-23357904+03 .23357904*03 .43521110-03 .64?09848-04 
5-OE -27-52 -31.C1 
5.27 -27.44 -31.08 
5-97 -?7.37 -31.13 





.23323226+03 .23323226+03 141957368-03 .62661672-04 
.23288549+03 .23288549+03 -40447612-n3 .60!045E3-04 
.23253871+fl3 .23253871+03 -38990051-03 .58411230-04 
23219194+03 -23219194+@3 -37582356-03 -56387341-04 
5 - 8 9  -27.19 -31.23 
6-06 -27.09 -31.27 
6.28 -26-99 -31.30 
6 - 4 6  -26.e8 -31.33 
.23184517+03 -23184517+03 .36224652-C3 .544307@8-04 
-23149839i03 .?3149839+03 .39913513-03 *52539191-04 
.23080484+03 -23080484+03 .32426508-03 -4894328O-04 





6.69 -26076 -31.35 
6 -89 -26-64 -31 -36 
7-09 -26-51 -31.37 





.23045907+03 -23045807+03 -31247S47-03 -17234922-09 
.23011129+03 .23011129+G3 .301P9964-03 -4558375E-04 
.22976452+03 -22976452+03 .29012080-03 -43987?47-04 
.22941774+03 .22941774+03 .27952658-C3 -4294C.721-04 
7 -49  -26.23 -31.37 
7.70 -26-07 -31.36 
7.90 -25.92 -31-3* 









- 22907097+03 -22907C97+03 .26930408-03 -40955355-G4 
022872420+03 022872420+03 -25944079-03 .39515178-01 
.22837742+@3 -22837742+03 -24992459-C3 -38123575-04 
2280306S+ 03 -22 803065+03 24079 376-0 3 -36778975-04 
8-31 7 5 - 5 8  -31.29 
8-52 -25.40 -31 -26 
8 - 7 f  -25.22 -31.22 
8.99 -25.02 -31.18 
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TABLE 4. (Continued) 
Ret. Daw. Rel. Oar. Rel. Ow. 
(T*)with Wwith IDIwim 
Respectto Respactto Respectto 
WA-71 VRA-71 VRA-71 
IRDIT*)%I IRDlPl%l [RDlD)Xl 
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13.6@ -20.21 -29.76 
15-91  -19.86 -29.66 





.22079839+03 . 22040162+03 
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14.67 -19.13 -29.48 
15.05 -18.76 -29.39 
15.45 -18.37 1 9 - 3 0  













16.31 -17.58 -29.13 
16.77 -17.16 -29.06 
17.25 -16.74 -28.99 
17.75 -16.31 -28.92 
JQOOO. 78980.6 -_L_21936129+03 
80250. 79224.3 .21901152+03 
MW. 79468.0 .21866774+03 
80750. 79711.7 ,21832097+03 
81000. _Z9$Ss.4 .2&797420+03 
BlZSO. 801 99.1 , 21762742~03  
81750. 80686.3 .21693387+03 
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18.28 -15 -86 -28.87 
18.83 -15041 -28.82 
19.41 -14.95 -28 . t7  













19.89 -13.90 -28.1¶ 
19 a70 -1 3 33 -27 06 0 
19  51 -1 2 76 -27 -00 
19.32 -12.20 -26.41 
9 2 ~ 5 5 ~ 7 ~ 0 + 0 . 3  
82250. 81173.5 .21624033+03 
-&2u1prolULJ - ,21589355+03 
82750. 81660.6 ,21554678+03 
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TABLE 4. (Concluded) 
Ref. Ow. Rel. Der. Rel. Oar. 
(T*t with (PI with (DJ with 
Reyrcctto Respectm Respectto 
VRA-?I VRA-71 VRA-?I 
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Figure 1. Relative deviations (percent) of extreme Cape Kennedy, Florida, 
density profiles with respect to PRA-63. 
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Figure 3. Point Arguello monthly mean temperature versus altitude structure. 
(Areas designated as cool and warm are either cooler or 
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Figure 6 .  Two actual observed extreme density deviation profiles, 
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Figure 10. Hot and cold density deviation profiles 
(as percent of VRA-7 1 )  applicable to Vandenberg AFB. 
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Figure 1 1. Relative deviations (percent) of Vandenberg hot and cold temperature 
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